
Discover Main Street Formals,
the Biggest Little Tux (and
Suit) Shop in New England!
Does “The suit make a man,” or does “The man make the suit?”
Regardless  of  which  side  of  the  fence  you  fall,  there’s
something special about a perfectly fitted suit or tuxedo. But
when you live on the SouthCoast, where do you go when you need
finely tailored clothing for a special event? Where can you
find  exquisite  tailoring,  knowledgeable  experts,  and  fair
prices on fine clothing?

Answer: At the “biggest little tux shop in New England,” Main
Street Formals, at 320 Main Street in Acushnet! Owned and
operated by Robert and Kathleen Brunelle, Main Street Formals
has been keeping locals looking their best for over 30 years.
The proud recipient of the New Bedford Chamber of Commerce’s
Small Business of the Year Award in 2013, Main Street Formals
has a well-earned reputation for the superlative service they
offer to brides, grooms, and prom-goers across the region.
Their stellar reputation within the community validates this.
With phenomenal ratings across several review platforms that
consistently  remark  on  the  knowledge,  friendliness  and
professionalism of the staff, there is no better validation
for what they do.
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“It was pretty thrilling when Adam Larson of MTV Road Rules
came all the way from California to have us dress him and his
guys for his destination wedding,” said Robert. “Every wedding
has a joker in it, and Adam’s was no exception, with his
father-in-law  going  to  great  lengths  to  get  a  surprise
reaction  out  of  the  bride  by  purchasing  two  identical
suits–one to wear for the ceremony, and one we cut into shorts
and short sleeves for the tropical reception!”

Often the moments are touching as well. “One of the sweetest
exchanges was when our UPS driver came in with his bride to
book their wedding menswear. The bride was so moved by the
site of her groom dressed in his wedding tuxedo, she began to
weep, with the groom then reduced to tears of joy shortly



after.”

These sort of experiences are what gets Robert and his staff
out of bed, fueled and excited to open up and greet the first
clients of the day. “It is not every day that we get such a
“say yes to the ‘tux’ ” moment, but when we do, it reminds us
that at the end of the day, working in the wedding industry is
really all about love, and we are grateful to be a part of
that.”

If you need to look sharp for a special occasion, need some
alterations,  or  want  to  be  taken  care  of  by  amazing
professionals who value the relationship, you don’t need to go
to the “big city.” One of the region’s top attire shops is



right in our backyard.
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Main Street Formals
20 Main Street
Acushnet, Massachusetts
Phone: (508) 995-0200
EMail: info@mainstreetformals.com
Website: mainstreetformals.com/
Facebook: facebook.com/MainStreetFormals/
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